
Knockback depends on basic damage rolled before 
subtracting DR. For every full multiple of the target’s 
ST-2 rolled, move the target oneyard away from the 
attacker. If the target has ST 3 or less, knockback is 
one yard per point of basic damage! If the target has 
no ST score at all (like a wall), or is not resisting, use 
its HP instead.
Anyone who suffers knockback must attempt a roll 
against the highest of DX, Acrobatics, or Judo. If he 
is knocked back more than one yard, he rolls at -1 
per yard after the first. On a failure, he falls down.

KNOCKBACK

Extra Time: 2x as long gives +1, 
4x gives +2,8x gives +3, 15x gives +4, 
and 30x gives +5.
Haste: -1 per 10% less time taken.

TIME SPENT

MORALE CHECKS

The GM can make a reaction roll during
a fight as a “morale check.” A “Good” or
higher reaction indicates flight or
surrender, as appropriate.
+1 to +5 if the PCs seem notably
stronger than the NPCs.
-1 to -5 if the PCs seem notably weaker
than the NPCs.
-2 if the PCs have no language in
common with the NPCs.
-2 if the PCs are intruders on the NPCs’
home turf.
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Calculate HP as 4 x (cube root 
of empty weight in lbs.) for 
Unliving objects and 8 x (cube 
root of empty weight in lbs.) 
for Homogenous or Diffuse 
ones.

Material
Aluminum
Brick
Concrete
Concrete, reinforced
Glass, window
Glass, reinforced
Iron
Sandbags
Steel,mild
Steel, hard
Stone
Wood

Assume 50 hours free time/week if
working, 90 if not. 

Automatic 2 pts/day of Cultural familiarity
and Language skill in foreign
environments.

* Every 4 hours working a job, 2 hours of
self-teaching, 1 hour of education, or 0,5
hour of intensive training counts as 1
hour toward learing a skill.

TIME USE

200 h : 1 skill pt

Automatic 4 hours/day of Cultural
familiarity and Language skill in foreign
environments.
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DR/Inch
20-30
5-8*
6-9*
10-12*
5-8
10-20
40-60
3n
50-60
60-70
8-13*
0.5-1*
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Magic use depends on a single core skill, typically Ritual Magic or 
Thaumatology. Roll vs Skill minus total difficulty modifiers for a spell's 
Range, Duration, Target and Effect, as noted below.

To determine difficulty modifiers and fatigue costs when casting a spell or 
power, add up the modifiers from the relevant difficulty categories for each of 
the spell's components: Range, Duration, Target and Effect.
Fatigue costs and difficulties may vary per campaign setup, mana  level,
advantages, etc.

Very Easy & Easy Spells:
No modifier, costs 1 FP total regardless of how many components apply.

Short Range (touch)
Short Duration (one round)
Single Target (one creature/object)
Cantrips/Orisons, See Auras, Speak Languages, Burning Touch
1d Damage or 2d Knockback / Minor Status Effect

Moderate & Difficult Spells:
-2 modifier, -2 FP per component

Medium Range (bowshot)
Medium Duration (several rounds)
Medium Area (several people)
Charm People, Mystic Armor, Heal Wounds, Fire Ball, Polymorph
3d Damage or 5d Knockback / Medium Status Effect

Very Difficult Spells:
-3 modifier, -3 FP per component

Long Range (sight)
Long Duration (entire scene/encounter)
Large Area (crowd)
Resurrection, Group Teleport, Earthquake, Anti-magic Zone
5d Damage or 7d Knockback / Major Status Effect

Heroic Spells:
-5 modifier, -5 FP per component

Any Range, Duration, Area & Effect
Wish, Miracle

Concentrate  : +1 Effective Skill per second, up to a maximum bonus
of +3 after three seconds.

If your effective skill with a spell is 15 or higher, reduce the cost
to cast the spell by 1. If you have skill 20 or higher, reduce the
cost by 2. Cost continues to decrease by 1 per full five skill
levels beyond skill 20. Apply the same reduction to the cost
to maintain a spell.

SIMPLE MAGIC SYSTEM

HIKING
Hiking speed on foot is Basic Move,
reduced for encumbrance, injury,
and exhaustion. Miles/day:
10xMove.

Terrain & weather modifiers:
Very Bad: x0.20.
Bad: x0.50. 
Average: x1.00.
Good: x1.25.

Rain: 1/2 off-road speed.
Snow: 1/2 in any, or 1/4 if deep.

FP/Hour
No Encumbrance: 1 FP. 
Light Encumbrance: 2 FP. 
Medium Encumbrance: 3 FP. 
Heavy Encumbrance: 4 FP.
Extra-Heavy Encumbrance: 5 FP.

Casting a spell usually requires 1 second of the Concentrate maneuver, then 1 
second to cast the spell (roll vs Skill adjusted with modifiers).

If you can cast a spell at skill 15+ and have willing assistants,
you may lead a ritual to cast the spell with increased energy. 

Multiply casting time by 10. Energy cost does not change, but
your assistants can contribute energy as follows:

- Each mage who knows the spell at level 15+: as much
energy as he wishes to contribute.
- Each non-mage who knows the spell at level 15+: up to 3
points. 
- Each mage who knows the spell at level 14 or lower: up to 3
points. 
- Each unskilled spectator who supports the casting (by
chanting, holding candles, etc.): 1 point, to a maximum of 100
points from all spectators.

If the total energy from all sources exceeds the cost to cast
the spell, you receive a skill bonus.
Extra 20% : +1
40% +2
60% +3
100% +4

Add another +1 per additional 100% of energy. 

At the end of the ritual, make a skill roll to cast. Apply all
modifiers for magic use. All contributed energy is spent.

• The participants can continue to provide energy to maintain
the spell indefinitely.

CEREMONIAL MAGIC
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MAJOR CHARACTERS: These
individuals are crucial to the plot,
including all player characters (PCs).

MINOR CHARACTERS: Less significant
to the plot, minor characters rarely harm
major characters unless it’s essential
for the storyline. 

Minor characters lack manual overrides
and typically perish during combat
(though “good guy” minor characters
get to dramatically yell, “I’m hit!” before
crashing).

CHARACTER TYPES

SHIP TYPES

FIGHTERS: Small spacecraft equipped
with fixed-mounted weapons. 

CUTTERS: Medium-sized spacecraft
with limited weaponry.

SHIPS OF THE LINE: Large,
heavily-armed spacecraft.

Unarmed ships fall into three
categories: Shuttles, Yachts, and
Freighters.

PRE-COMBAT GAME MECHANICS

MANEUVER RATING (MR): Reflects a
ship’s engine power, structural strength,
angular momentum, gravcompensator
efficiency, crew stamina, and related
factors.

HIT LOCATIONS: Except for fighters,
each ship must be divided into hit
locations by the GM. Weapon mounts,
turrets, engine rooms, pods, and
nacelles are examples of hit locations.

WEAPON ATTRIBUTES
FIREPOWER: Derived from GURPS Space
rules or from levels below. 
RANGE: Either “short” or “long.” 
ACCURACY: Modifies Gunner skill.
FIREPOWER LEVELS: (levels 1-3
common)
1-COSMETIC: Blisters paint. 
2-LIGHT: Causes the target to lose its
next turn, die-roll bonuses, and initiates
continuing damage. 
3-HEAVY: Destroys fighters instantly and
completely disables other ships. Minor
characters may die due to this level of
damage.
4-GREAT: Vaporizes the target, resulting
in the death of all minor characters and
potentially major characters.
5-EXTREME: Atomizes the vapor, leading
to the demise of everyone involved
(assuming no armor or force shields).

COMBAT

Turns are typically 10 seconds long (modifiable by the GM). 

3 ranges between ships:
SHORT RANGE: All weapons usable. 
LONG RANGE: Only long-range weapons usable. 
OUT OF RANGE: No combat allowed.

TO-HIT MODIFIERS: 
FIGHTERS: +0 to be hit. Smaller targets: -1 or worse.
CUTTERS: +2 to be hit. 
SHIPS OF THE LINE: +4. 
SPACE STATIONS: +6. 
PLANETS: Automatic unless targeting specific hit locations.

AIMING BONUSES (ABs): 
POSITION AB: Gained by the pilot for all guns. 
SUSTAINED FIRE AB: Gained by the gunner for each gun
(accumulates at +1 per turn of firing on a specific target).
SNAP SHOTS (firing without ABs): -5 penalty.

TURN SEQUENCE: 
1. Fire Phase: 
Weapons fire, and ships dodge.

2. Maneuver Phase: 
Pilots choose maneuvers. 
Roll for maneuvers.
GM determines maneuver effects.

FIRE PHASE

Gunners roll against Gunner skill + weapon Accuracy +
(total ABs or snapshot penalty).

Successful rolls hit and deal damage based on
Firepower.

Dodges reduce damage by one level (e.g., “light”
becomes “cosmetic”).

Dodging does not affect ABs.

MANEUVER PHASE

Each pilot selects one maneuver: 
FLY STRAIGHT: 
No effect on Position or Sustained Fire Aiming Bonuses (ABs).
MANEUVER OFFENSIVELY: 
Possible only against ships without Position AB on you.
Sustained Fire ABs earned by your ship’s gunners are lost (unless
the pilot is also the gunner, which is usually the case for fighters).
Success increases your Position AB by 1. Critical success doubles
your Position AB or changes it from 0 to 2.
Critical failure reduces Position AB to 0.

MANEUVER DEFENSIVELY: 
All ABs earned by your craft and its crew are reduced to 0.
Designate one enemy ship or weapon:
Success lowers that ship’s Position AB or gunner’s Sustained Fire
AB by 1.
Critical success reduces that AB to 0.
Critical failure doubles that AB.

GO TOTALLY DEFENSIVE: Similar to Maneuver Defensively but
against all foes.
Your ship’s gunners may not fire at all in the next turn.

REVERSAL: Used against a foe choosing Maneuver Offensively. 
Both pilots roll a Quick Contest of (Piloting skill + ship’s MR).
Winner gains effects of a critical success on Maneuver
Offensively (for attacker) or Maneuver Defensively (for defender).

Critical success by attacker allows gunners to automatically hit on
the next turn. Critical success by defender swaps positions and
ABs.

FOLLOW THE LEADER: 
Pilot enters a hazard-filled area. 
Pilots roll against Piloting + ship’s MR (minus lead
pilot’s chosen penalty).
Critical success adds 1 to chaser’s Position AB or
subtracts 1 from each chaser’s Position AB if lead
pilot critically succeeds.
Failure lowers chaser’s Position AB to 0 or adds 1
to each chaser’s Position AB if lead pilot fails. 
Critical failure destroys the pilot’s ship.
Chasers with Position AB of 0 lose the lead pilot. 
Ships of the line cannot “follow-the-leader.”

UNORTHODOX TACTICS: 
Ships of the line may attempt seemingly suicidal
tactics based on hidden knowledge. 
Effectiveness proportional to real danger and
GM’s ruling.

- Cutters cannot gain Position AB on fighters or
dodge their attacks. 
- Ships of the line cannot gain Position AB on
Fighters or Cutters or dodge their fire.

Other maneuvers exist; their effects are
determined by the GM. New maneuvers may have
more spectacular effects than older ones.

Maneuvers are rolled against the pilot’s Piloting
skill + ship’s MR. The exception is “Go Totally
Defensive,” which is rolled against Piloting.

THE FURBALL

If there are more that a
half-dozen craft in the
combat, not paired off into
neat dogfights, then a "furball"
has formed. Any critical
failure on a Piloting roll
causes a collision with a
random ship.

A perception roll (against
Electronics Operation:
sensors, Vision, or another
appropriate skill) must be
made by any gunner AFTER
making a "snap-shot" attack -
failure indicates the gunner
fired on a friend.


